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SPOILS OF WAR

#2allthosewhothoughtIwascrazy:

"When I see Harris & her husband, I see us. Will more BW begin to see the same

potential 4 romantic love w/white men? Harris' next 4 yrs in the WH could help

provide an answer. The power of Harris'

Black men, you are officially expendable, at least have the media tell you. And black women, to hell w/black men. White

people will reward you handsomely following Harris' lead. Never forget this country was founded on breaking up black

families. I predicted this would happen.

Make Michelle Obama white & Barack Obama's campaign doesn't sniff an ounce of support from black women. The reason

being was that the picture of an intact black family in power was a beautiful sight for black women & fulfilled their greatest

dreams. There is nothing wrong w/this.

There is nothing wrong w/wanting to see black people in love together in power. It's a beautiful sight, but what of Harris? If

the Obama's marriage communicated to black people the power of black love in power, what does Kamala Harris' marriage

to a white man communicate?

That black men are expendable & that 2 rise in a white world, black men are baggage that U need 2 discard. Think I'm off

kilter w/this? Consider the fact that many black women in powerful positions either say little of or attribute little of their

success 2 their black fathers.

Think Serena Williams, whose father is responsible for everything her & sister Venus have, but did NOT attend her wedding

to a white man. And what about Kamala Harris whose campaign constantly promoted the idea about the possibility of her

being the first black woman President,

but said little to nothing about the very man who was genetically responsible 4 giving her blackness, her father Dr. Donald 

Harris. I could go on & on about this, but the point is simply this, there is a strong narrative on this country's media airwaves
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that is pro-black women &

anti-black me. Sadly many of our women are falling 4 it. Black women get more opportunity in this country, not b/c they are

smarter than black men, but b/c they are less threatening & promoting them over black men either forces a switch of

breadwinner roles in black households or

it prevents black people from coupling b/c most black women will not want to be with an unemployed black male even if

white society rendered him unemployable. Couple this w/mass incarceration of black males & rendering huge portions of

black males convicted felons, America-

brutally shrinks the dating pool for many black women. These are the ingredients 4 breaking up current & future black

families that have replaced the auction blocks of slavery where the premier way for breaking up black families was simply

selling slaves off 2 another plantation.

Whats maddening is most of our people, especially our women dont see it. Many black women think they are where they are

b/c black women worked hard & black men are not b/c they are lazy. The fact that a black woman sees no other black men

in her work environment is NOT accidental

This is by design. Think of it this way. When an army invades a foreign land, often the first thing they do is kill all then boys &

men. They then take the women for their own as spoils of war. Put simply, whether black women realize it or not, they are

the spoils of a war-

started long ago that decimated black families, killed off or incarcerated most black men & the few black men left are

rendered unemployable in a white dominated society that refuses 2 hire them or allowed to eke out a living entertaining

white people w/many of them marry-

white women. Many black people think their behavior & choices are wholesale independent & made of free will, but

economists & actuarial scientists alike know that all human behavior in a capitalistic society is manipulated by capitalistic

forces that rewards conformity & punishes

nonconformity. This is why when I encounter black men who swear 2 me their attraction, dating, & marriage to whitewomen

is of their own volition, I call bullshit. When interrogated on the genesis of how their mind developed the signals to

communicate 2 them what 2 B attracted to,

they are clueless. What you find attractive does not occur in a vacuum. Your mind is constantly taking cues about the world

all around you & a good deal of that is influenced by media imagery including television, movies & advertising. Some years

ago, my wife & I were in a-

Victoria Secret' in Chicago when I noticed that all the women photographed on the wall were white. Thus, from looking at the

walls in that Victoria Secrets, I would think the only beautiful women in the world were white women. U see this in a ton of

other things in this society.



European standards of beauty dominate the media airwaves. All media is meant 2 massage ideas n2 the human psyche.

For many black men they have been unknowingly inundated w/these standards of beauty since they were little boys. Think

of the psychological reprogramming required to-

make a black man view his own mother & sister as ugly & unfit 4 marrying, but view their oppressors as beautiful &

desirable. We have no idea the depth 2 which white supremacy has corrupted our brains. I became aware of this yrs ago

while reading a study on black women's hair.

The study researched why so many black women who had long hair as little girls had a hard time growing their hair as

adults. The research discovered it was due to hair straightening chemicals & overtight braids. I immediately went to my wife

& apologized to her for criticizing-

her in undergrad for her hairstyle choices. In those days, I too was brainwashed by European standards of beauty & I

wanted her hair long & straight just like the women I saw on tv, in videos & in the movies. Now to be clear, I have never

interracially dated or did anything w/a

white woman, but I was still under the influence of European standards of beauty, in particular how a woman should wear

her hair. After apologizing to the wife, I told her I loved her just the way she was & I never again wanted her to feel like she

had to change her physical-

appearance for me. From that day, I became hell bent on searching every nook & cranny of my brain 2 discover where I'd

learned to find somethings beautiful & other things ugly. This deep self analysis took me to some very unflattering &

uncomfortable places, but I came out more-

in love w/my wife & more in love w/features of black women gifted 2 them by God. Give me high cheekbones, black skin,

thick lips, wide hips, curly hair & a big ass all day long. Many of us are in need of a white supremacy detox before we can

ever find each other attractive again.

We have been conquered as a people, but all is not lost. Coupling, tripling, or quadrupling, w/a black person or black people

(for all my polyamory Negroes) can be a radical act of countering the effects of white supremacy. Or forget everything I've

said here & listen to Kamala.
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